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- ABSTRACT -

The Bohm-Aharonov Effect shows that, even in the absence 
of electrical and magnetic fields, the potentials cause real 
effecits to occur in the field-free regions. Using this 
principle, beams of pure potential without vector force 
fields (without E and H fields) may be deliberately produced 
and intersected at a distance to cause effects in the 
interference zone, in contradiction to classical mechanics. 
These effects are in fact required by quantum mechanics. 

Essentially, energy may be produced directly at the 
distant interference site or extracted from it, without 
energy transmission through space. 

Implications for weapons built on these concepts are 
given, and several types of such scalar electromagnetics 
weapons are discussed. The use of the "cold explosion" is 
detailed and evidence of its extensive testing is giv~n. The 
basic mechanism for Soviet weather control over North America 
is briefly presented and a more extensive reference given. 

Evidence of massive Soviet weaponization of these 
effects for nearly three decades and of Soviet scalar 
electrornagnetics weapons testing on a global scale exists in 
the open l i te:ra ture. Selected examples and related 
information are given in the Appendix • 
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STAR WAFS NOW! 

The Bohm-Aharon6v Effect, Scalar Interferometry, 
and Soviet Weaponization 

(9 1984 •r. E. Beardc-?n 

- The Bohm-Aharanov Effect -

Originally electrical and magnetics experiments and 
ideas developed primarily in terms of statics, and great 
difficulty was experienced in combining the two and passing 
to a more dynamic theoretical representation. With the 
advent of Maxwell's equations, electricity and magnetism were 
combined into an elegant electromagnetic theory, and these 
equations then served as the basis for the development of 
modern theory. Gradually potentials were relegated to a 
position of inferior importance, and they even came to be 
regarded as purely mathematical conveniences by most 
sdent:ists. 

·However, with the advent of Aharonov and Bohm's seminal 
paper (a], it became crystal clear that potentials are in 
fact real entities, and they can directly affect and control 
charged particle systems even in a region where all the 
fields and hence the forces on the particles have vanished. 
While this, of course, is completely counter to the 
conclusions of classical mechanics [a, p. 485], it follows 
inescapably from quantum mechanics. With Chambers 1 s direct 
experimental proof of the predicted Bohm-Aharonov effects in 
1960 [b], this new viewpoint was firmly established for 
quantum mechanics and quantum electromagnetics in general. 
Indeed, the Bohm-Aharonov effect even affects gauge theories, 
requiring the concept of nonintegrable phase factors and 
global formulation of gauge fields. [ c] Thus increasingly it 
is the potentials that are primary physical entities, and the 
fields are of secondary, derived importance in modern quantum 
electrodynamics. 

Yet the full weapon implications of the Bohm-Aharonov 
discovery have not yet penetrated the minds and 
consciousnesses of Western physicists, electrical engineers, 
and weapons analysts. Indeed, an extended treatment of such 
implications has not even been addressed in the literature. 
This may be somewhat understandable, since it required over 
30 years foe physicists to realize the primary actuality of 
the potentials in the first place [d, p. 15-12). Nobelist 
Feynman states it succinctly: "It is interesting that 
something like this can be around for thirty years but, 
because of certain prejudices of what is and is not 
significant, continues to bE' ignored .. " [d, p .. 15-12.) 

Slowly, however, the overwhelming importance of the 
scalar electromagnetics indicated by Bohrn and Aharonov has 
been noted by this analyst, and work to investigate and apply 
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this rich new region of quantum electrodynamics is now most 
certainly warranted. Indeed, it is imperative that an effort 
of the hi9hest priority be mounted immediately, for our very 
survival is gravely threatened by scalar electromagnetics 
weapons already in the hands of the Soviet Onion. And at 
this moment we have absoiutely no defense whatsoevex against 
them.t 

- Scalar Electromagnetics -

We first define scalar electromagnetics as the quantum 
mechanical effects and influences that can be accomplished by 
electrical and magnetic scalar potentials, even in the 
absence of electric and magnetic fields, or -- in other words 
-- that can occur even in otherwise zero-E (electric) and 
zero-B (magnetic) force-field regions. Note that this 
definition includes as subsets both the ordinary classical EM 
field approach and the more fundamental approach of quantum 
electrodynamics. In the lat~er approach, one replaces the 
fields E and Bin modern theory with the 0 (electrostatic 
scalar potential) and A (magnetic vector potential), with the 
view that these potentials create the E and B fields in the 
first place. The Bohm-Aharonov effect shows that the E and B 
fields can remain zero, and yet the potentials can still 
cause ·physical effects. 

Thus scalar electromagnetics encompasses two cases: (l) 
the normal case, in which the potentials are viewed as first 
creating the fields E and B, and these force fields in turn 
produce physical effects on charged particle systems; and (2) 
the case in which fields E and B are zero, yet potentials 
still exist and produce physical effects on charged particle 
systems. 

Indeed, we ass~me total primacy of scalar potentials, 
after the work of Whittaker [e], holding that all the effects 
of present electrodynamics can be produced by utilization and 
interference of two or more scalar potentials. 

Note particularly that one may deliberately create the 
zero-field, pure potential condition by opposing magnetic and 
or e1ectr i cal fields so that t:hey sum to zero. . (Figure 1) • 
'l'hat is, the "zero fields" can bE~ resultant vecto:c zerosr 
where the combining vector components still exist. In this 
case one creates a deliberate, artificial scalar pot~ntial 
which contains all the energies of the separate infolded 
[Bohm's term] vector fields used to make the resultant vector 
zero. All this infolded energy has been transformed to 
stress of spacetime, or pure potential. (Table 1). 
However, it does not have a randomized substructure as is 
usual. in quantum electrodynamics, but has a determined, known 
substructure consisting of the constructed infolded E and B 
field vectors. 

Conceptually, a magnetic pole is such a ~patiotemporal 
stress potential but usQally with a .randomized 
substructure -- as is an electrical charge. 

Now it is fundamental that only the envelope is 
"observable," and the infolded substructure has become 
"virtual." But by having a deliberately designed and 
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1. CONSERVATION QF CHAl~GE:: 
·"CHARGE .. :: MASS IMcJ + ICHARGE (A Eel 
• IMc I + !A Eel =K1 

2. CONSERVATION OF ENEIIGY: 
• DYNAMIC ENERGY (EJ 
• ENERGY EQUIVALENCE OF: MASS lMel 
· IEJ+ tMef:: Kz 

3. ADDING 111 AND (2!: 
IMcl + f AEcl + IEI + l,MEI = K1 + Kz = K3 

4. LETTING !Ml= IMcl + ifitEJ, 

IMI + IEI+ IAEcl = 1K3 

5. LETTING I Ml= AE1, I El= IAEzl, I AEc I = AE3 , 

AE1 + AE2 + AE3 ;; K3 
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controlle~d substructure, one has turned quantum rnechani cs 
inside out. One can now control and engineer the 
probabilities themselves, and even determine which 
eigenvector state of a propagating Shr~dinger wave will be 
produced in the collapse of the wave function. Indeed, in 
theory one can control when the wave function collapses, and 
under what circumstances. Einstein was correct ~fter all; 
oner we discover His more subtle control mechanism, God does 
not actually play dice with the universe. 

I strongly point out that this is a fundamental change 
to present quantum mechanics itself. In the axioms of 
quantum mechanics, the basic virtual state background 
activity of the universe is assumed to be totally 
statistical. If it can be made deterministic, then one 
should be able to "engineer'' the presently probabilistic 
quantum interactions as desired. In short, one would have 
directly implemented David B0hm 1 s "hidden variables'' in a 
controlled, non-statistical manner. 

Awesome implications follow from such capability; 
literally one can directly engineer the present quantum 
mechanical structure of physical reality itself, since one 
can engineer, affect, and control the fundamental virtual 
processes of nature. A potential is a "point" function, an,d 
it can be used to penetrate to any degree of fineness 
desired. Simply by making and utilizing artificial 
potentials with deliberate substructures, one can engineer 
the virtual particle interactions that produce all the 
physical forces of nature, bind the nucleus together, and 
control and CREATE the world of macroscopic changes.we think 
we inhabit. ~ 

Conceptually, a magnetic pole is such a spatiotemporal 
stress potential but usually with a randomized 
substructure -- as is an electrical charge. 

Note also that, if one rhythmically varies all the 
individual summation vectors in the substructure by the same 
factor, one produces pure potential stress waves scalar 
waves -- wi thont ever creating external. electric and m,agnet ic 
fields. These are pure waves of spacetirne, and they are 
oscillating curvatures of spacetime itself. They are pure 
waves of compression and rarefaction of the massless charge 
of spacetime, and are properly represented as longitudinal 
waves rather than transverse waves. Thus they are 
nonHertzian in nature. Among other things, they may be used 
to generate mass and inertial field directly, but that is 
beyond the scope of this paper. 

Wireless Transmission of Energy at a Distance -

To illustrate one remarkable though typical implication 
of this new breakthrough area, we point out that, by changing 
the potentials while keeping the force-fields zero, one can 
directly produce energy at: a distance as if it were 
transported through space without losses, even though no 
energy transmission through space in the normal fashion 
occurs as such. Indeed, it may even be possible to utilize 
pure potential waves to "transport'' the energy at any 
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velocity -- not limited by the speed of light since in 
some cases a potential (for example, electrostatic scalar 
potential) can be regarded as having infinite velocity, 
simply appearing "everywhere at once." [f] 

Electrostatic scalar potential, tor example, may be 
regarded as a sort of "locked-in stress energy" of vacuum, ilS 

can any other vacuum potential. Changing the poterttial in a 
regton or at a point changes the amount of "locked-in" or 
''infolded" vacuum energy available or stored in that region 
or at that point. Yet simply changing the potential at that 
point or in that region need not involve any local 
expenditure of work there; the work may be expended 
elsewhere, and the results realized directly at a distant 
region by a change in that region's potential, according to 
the Bohm-Aharonov effect. In the remote region, charged 
particles are imbedded in vacuum potential by their virtual 
particle charge flux, and in the induced potential gradients 
the imbedded particles move, producing electrical and 
magnetic forces and fields and performing work. 

'rhis is somEiwhat analogous to "putting Emergy in herei 11 

and "extracting it out there" without any travel or losses in 
betwl:en -·· Nikola Tesla's old "wireless transltl'lission of 
energy at a distance without losses" idea. Note that, 
quantum meichanically, we may take thei view that this is a 
very special class of macroscopic "energy tunneling" 
phenomena, as illustr~ted in Aharonov and Bohrn's. orlginal 
paper (a]. Essentfally energy is put into the system at the 
locations where the scalar potentials are produced, and is 
recovered at the distant interference zone wherea particle 
effects are produced (Figure 2). 

To pursue this single example and further show its~ 
implications, we point out that in theory one may , 
deliberately make a beam containing zero electric and/ 
magnetic fields, simply by properly phase-locking together 
two or more beams of oscillating ordinary E-H electrical 
energy, all at the same frequency. In the perfect 
hypothetical case, for example, two single-frequenc~ beams 1 

phase-locked together 180 degrees apart would create such a' 
zero-field or scalar-wave beam (Figure 1). In the real 
w or 1 d , q_ruLJl~glst_Q.~_E!">.~ s e- .! 2..9 k :LnsL-tw.o._be Z!ID.S con ta in in g narrow 
bandwidths, and how mucnzero-field beam is obtained at the 
center of the bandwidth would depend on the "Q'' (sharpness) 
of each beam. To purify the beam, it___could __ first .... be 
tr_ansm.jJ:ted through a grounded Faraday shie]._d-;- which would - c.-: 

r.emo;ve most--·o-:CTffe--oYtl:roaox"-E-:.:1-i-T:CeTa--components not properly '\ 
zeroed. By successive Faraday "stripping" of the beam, a 
scalar beam as pure as desired can be obtained. Hal 
Crawford's artistic concept of a large scalar interferometer i 

f weapon is shown .in Figure 3. I 

- Some Characteristics of a Scalar Wave Beam -

Such a beam is totally undetectable by a normal E-H 
detector, since it does not produce normal 
force-field-induced accelerations of particles {such as the 
free electron gas in an antenna or th~ conduction electrons 
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in a Faraday shield). 
nondetectable except by 
designed to detect 0 and A 
E and ti. 

Thus this wave is usually 
unique detectors specifically 

potential ±n the condition of zero 

This scalar beam also is capable of strong penetration 
of ocean water, since free ions do not absorb nearly so much 
of it as for an ordinary E-H field beam. Thus one~may speak 
of niegahertz and even gigahE:rtz beams and si9nals transmitted 
through the ocean (and through the earth). In fact, an 
associate of the author appears to have developed a prototype 
underwater transmission system, including a sensitive scalar 
wave detector. Even an underwater radar appears quite 
feasible~ 

- A Sensitive Scalar Wave Detector -

Very briefly we present a method of making a very 
sensitive scalar wave detector so that direct measurement an~ 
quantization can be established. 

First, we regard one qscillation (one wavelength) of the 
scalar potential wave as a longitudinal photon. Note that 
this photon contains a substructure, which· may be 
deliberately determined (when artificially made) or 
randomized (when naturally made in the idealized case). 

For convenience we represent noimal linearized vacuum 
(spacetime) as a horizontal or longitudinal vector (Figure 
4), implying the direction of motion of the wave in the 
laboratory frame. Bi horizontal position in our diagram, we 
imply a linear, uncurved spacetime and a non-rotated frame. 
We represent the longitudinal scalar wave as a horizontal 
vectorf and the usual Hertzian wave as a vertical or 
"transverse" vector. We visualize a normal detector as 
detecting only a vertical or "transverse" vector, as we have 
illustrated in Figure 4. 

As can be seen, in a linear, 
spacetime a pure scalar wave has 
projected upon the laboratory frame 
detectable by normal detectors. 

unrotated or uncurved 
no vertical component 

vector, so it .is not 

To detect the scalar wave, of course we could bend it so 
that it has a projected vertical component in the laboratory 
frame (Figure 5). However, this would be an impure wave, not 
a pure scalar wave, and that is not what we wish. 

A better way is to bend or curve spacetime itself in a 
small region, so that a longitudinal wave that passes through 
that region now possesses a vertical component with respect 
to that region (Figure 6). Thus a normal detector there will 
detect that vertical component. We conduct the detection 
current out of the "bent spacetime" region to an outside 
(normal) detector, and we then have a scalar wave detector. 

To illustrate, we show conceptually how this has been 
successfully done. Figure 7 shows the concept. First, we 
utilize a magnetic pole to provide the infolded energy 
(potential) to bend or curve spacetime. To reach good 
sensitivity, we need a pole strength connected with a 
magnetic field strength of 40,000 Gauss or higher. We 
utilize a small superconducting magnet, which can reach field 
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Figure 4. Linear, uncurved laboratory frame. 
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Figure 5. Rotating the longitudinal wave produces 
a transverse component. 
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Figure 7. A sensitive scalar wave detector. 
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strengths of from 40,000 to 80,000 Gauss. 

1'hen to prevent detE1ction of superfluous 11 normal" 
radiation, we shield the entire magnet in a grounded Faraday 
c~ge, as shown in the figure. Hertzian waves will be 
grounded in this shield, while scalar waves will readily 
penetrate it undiminished. In other words, the Faraday cage 
serves as a "stripper,"· to strip away the ordinary waves, 
lea~ing only the scalar waves to penetrate inside. An 
ordinary wire lies at the top of the magnetic pole, in 
proximity to it. The wire runs out of the Faraday cage 
through an insulated port to a resonant tuning circuit, which 
is sharply tunable over the range of frequencies we are 
interested in. A preamp amplifies the output of the tuner, 
and in turn feeds the input of an oscilloscope or other 
detector. 

With this detecto~ we can select the frequency desired, 
and detect any passirig scalar waves of that frequency. By 
other variations of amps and preamps, regenerative circuits, 
etc. we can obtain all the sensitivity desired, and utilize 
ordinary detection equipment already well-known and highly 
deve,iloped .. 

' - Scalar Int~rferometry and Weaponization ,-

According to the Bohm-Aharonov effect, if two zero-field 
scalar wave beams are crossed in a distant region, real 
physical effects exist in that distant interference zone. In 
shor:t:, onei may ere ate "transmi t:t i ng scaL .. :i.r interferometers" 
(Figure 2) to produce energetic effects at a distance, in a 
specified region. For a theoretically perfect scalar 
interferometer, all the energy fed into the remote 
transmitters is exhibited in the effects experienced in the 
interference zone, without "traveling through the space in 
between." 

This can be comprehended by realizing that energy at the 
transmitter sites is transformed into stress-energy of vacuum 
(i.e., pure potential), and it is the potential variation 
that is accqmplished, not transmission of energy ~hrough 
spac•= pE~r se. 

We stress that locked-in or infolded vacuum energy in a 
potential and vector energy in transition are two quite 
different aspects of the same thing, just as energy and mass 
are two different aspects of one thing. In the interference 
zone of two intersecting scalar beams, the out-of-phase 
regions no longer have sum-zeroed substructure components, so 
E and B fields appear there, created by the now out-of-phase 
substructure superpositions. If other E and B fields are 
already there, these new fields superpose with them, either 
const:ructively or destructivE•ly. I!._ ..... 1:;be_y .. .§tdd_, the existin9 
fields are augmented and increased• -rr they Op__E.Ql?~I the 
exist::im~ fields are diminish,C?d or neg'aled. Thus the 
transmitting scalar interferometer can create or extinguish 
•2!lect.1:omagnet i c fields at a di s.tance. In. othi::r words, it can 
;eroduce _enE~.£SlY in the .. dtstant~···· t.arget interfi::rence zone _..oL 
1:?xtr act ener..9y ___ from_i t. __ _ 

Continuous input of energy at the transmitter sites 
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produces continuous emergence of energy at the remote 
interference site. A continuous-wave jammer using this mode, 
for example, will place all its transmitted power in a small 
volume around the targeted radar at a distance (Figure 8). 
The drastic increase in lethality of the jammer is obvious; 
there is no square-law loss, but only a volumetric dilution 
around the tar.get i tse~lf. Indeed, this type of jarr.tming can 
be applied to disable and destroy electromagnetic circuits of 
all fypes, in widely varying equipments such as tanks, 
aircraft, communications centers, vehicles, command posts, 
etc. It is also quite lethal against human beings. Of 
course a ground radar can be utilized in a scalar 
interferometer mode and fire back at the aerial attacker, as 
shown in Figure 9. 

If a highly energetic scalar pulse is synchronously 
transmitted by each of two remote transmitters, then in the 
distant interference zone where the two pulses intersect, an 
impulsive emergence of ordinary electromagnetic energy 
occurs. This can produce an electromagnetic explosion at the 
distant intersection site, with concomitant electromagnetic 
pulse being radiated, etc. Even in the hard vacuum of space, 
such an electrical explosion and EMP are produced, since the 
electromagnetic energy produced in thi:> interf,erence ' zone 1s 

sufficient to lift Dirac electrons and other Dirac matter 
from the Dirac sea, producing a plasma very similar to a 
nucle:!ar explosion, except for the absence of 9amma radiation 
and rrnclea.r residues. Evidence of Soviet wi=aponization of 
such effects is widespread in the open-source literature. [g] 

1\gain, the lethality of the jammer/transmitter is vastly 
expanded by such adaptation. Indeed, jammer/tra,nsmitters 
using scalar interferometer techniques are cap~ble of 
attacking mpst military targets, such as tanks, aircraft, 
vehicles, installation.s, fui:l dumps, ammunition dumps, 
inf lct:mmable supplies, personni:>l, etc. '.Phe j amrner/transmi t ter 
itself b~comes a totally new kind of directed energy weapon 
having nearly ubiquitous military application • 

. These and other implications of scalar electromagnetics 
have already been pointed out by this researcher ~h] [i]. 
Examples of testing of scalar electromagnetics weapons are 
given in Appendix I. 

If continuous energy is f~d into the tra~smitters of the 
scalar interferometer,· then continuous energy emerges in the 
distant interference zone. For very narrow beams and 
substantial input energy, the distant energy density can be 
made quite high. Physical destruction of distant targets can 
be accomplished in this fashion; and the effects can be 
produced directly inside bunkers, buildings, tanks and 
armored vehicles, aircraft, nuclear-tipped missiles, ships, 
etc. 

Relativistic effects such as a change in the rate of 
flow of time, in the inertia of an object, and in the mass of 
an object can also be obtained, at least in theory. [j] In 
theory the speed of light in vacuuo can also be changed, and 
there is already experimental evidence of this effect. [kl 

-10-
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- Vacuum Theorv -

Since in the modern view the vacuum 1s composed of 
massJ.ess charge, it can be regarded as a single giant 
electrostatic scalar potential and magnetostatic scalar 
potential combined, with zero E and H fields.. If one were 
devel.oping weaponry based on the new scalar electromagnetics, 
then.one might expect to find an energetics theory dealins 
with such a vacuum and based on scalar concepts. One might 
even utilize a type of field theory based on a fundamental 
particle conceptualized as a 11 little piece of vacuum medium". 
Indeed, evidence for just such a theory exists in the Soviet 
literature [l], and direct evidence of the Soviet view of the 
importance of such a concept was certainly provided by the 
Petukov-Toth affair. [m] 

-Extraction of Distant Energy: A New Concept -

A sGcond highly strategic implication of scaJat 
electromagnetics is that a scalar interferometer connection 
between transmitter sites and a distant interference zone can 
be view,=Yd somewhat as a sort of "electrical crotrnd wire" or - .. 
"common potential 11 connection between the projectors and tje 
inte·rference site. That is, it represents a "zero--fielc~" 
connection between them. By establishing a resonance between 
the distant site and the projector sites, randomized field 
zeroing that occurs in the natural temperature oscillations 
at the distant site can be utilized to extract energy from 
the site to the projectors. That is, one may extrac~ 
electromagnetic energy from a distance target or rfgion, as 
well as produce energy at a distance. Again, the ener0~ 
extracted is not transported through .space as norma: 
electromagnetic energy, but as pure scalar potential. 

The mechanism for this may easily be seen if onE 
recognizes that, when fields zero by opposition, the vectors 
comprising the opposition at that point also comprise a 
special value of scalar potential. Since each single fie]~ 
vector in the opposition has enerqy, then the energies· of the 
opposing vectors are 11 lock€?d--in" as spatiotemporal stress cf 
the scalar potential at that opposition point. Thus 
"ordinary E::nergy" has been converted to "stress of spacetimc" 
(scalar potential). That POTENTIAL, which is simply massless 
char9e, can then directly affE•ct a distant system [a] and 
can even do it instantaneous.:.y. [f] 

Thus the scalar potential can be used, bv 
intE~rfe:rometry, to directly produce energy in a distarit 
taiget or extract energy directly from that target. 

Indeed, because of this hitherto unknown effect, th~ 
present conservat1on of energy law is but a special case of j 

more fundamental stress conservation law. This mor2 
fundamental stress conservatjon law has already been derived 
by this researcher. [i, pp. 10-11, 43] See Table l for a 
synopsis. 

-- 1 2 --
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OFF JAPAN NEAR RUSSIJlN TE:iT AREA 

. ii-""'---·---·--- 150 Ml. DIA. ---------···---··-"-··--·-·-·· 

--~· ----- -- -- -- --·-·~ --· .. - ---- --~----· 

'.f'able 2 • IVIUSHROOM CLOUD RISll~G FROM SEA 

c~ 11514 HRS, 9 APRIL 19841 

1~ liRAYaWHl'TE CLOUD APPEARED 
,~ HOSE 60,000 FT' IN 2 MUt 

• 180 Ml. S.E. OF HOKKAIDD 
~!00 Ml. FHDM TOIKYO 
~-OUTH OF KURIL ISLANDS 

• ~WVJET MISSll.E 'fESTINEi sr:HEl~ULEO ABOUT 350 Ml. 
JlWAY, AT 2100 HRS 9 APR HJS,t 

-1.3-
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Tabi Ee 3 • MUSHHOQM CLOUD FRIJM Sf:J\ Off JJ\PAN 

• FIVE B0Ellf6 747'S FLEW TfilROUGH OR NEAR THE CLOUD 

- NO CONT AMI NATION 

- NON·NUl:lEAR 

•• DCEAN 21,000 FT DEEP 

- TOD DEEP FOR SUBMARINE \,OLCANO ro CAUSE CLOUD 

• INDICATES MAN-MADE IPHENotWENON 

• 77 OTHER SUCH PLUMES :)INCi: ·197 4 
- IN SOVIET ARCTIC 

- IN NON"VOLCAtllC AREA 
.. NON-NUCLEAR 

Table 4. PLUNIES NOTED IN SATELLITE PHOTOS IN 
SOVIET ARCTIC 177 SINC!E 1971\l 

• 2 AIRCRAFT FLEW THROUGH FOH AN:ALYSIS 
~ SOLID MATERIAL 
• MOSTLY ICE 
· A LITTLE CLAY 
• MUCH COLDER THAN SURRlJU~IDINB AIR 
~ NO VOLCANIC MATERIAL 
- NO RADIOACTIVE ft!ATERIAL 

•• IMAY BE 2 TO 3 TIMES AS MANY rnCIDENTS 
·· ONLY EXAMINED SATELLITE rn,AGERY IN WINTER 
.. OHLY PERIODIC SATELLITE COUEftAGE 
·· HYPOTHESIZE METHANE YEHTlNG 
.. HYPOTHES12:E SOVIET CLOUD ~~EE!JING 
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- Massive resting of "Cold Ex.plosions" -

Direct evidence for a decade of massive Soviet testina 
of such "energy extraction" strategic systems has recently 
become apparent. [n, p. 8] Since 1974, very large, anomalous 
mushroom-shaped ice cloud formations have been repeatedly 
produced over the Soviet Arctic and detected by u.s~ weather 
satellites. These formations arise suddenly and are very 
much colder than the surroundinq air. They appear to be the 
result of firing a large scalar interferometer in an ''ener~y 
extraction" mode; in other words, a "cold explosion" occurs 
at the distant interference site. 

Recently a most dramatic example of such a cold 
explosion occurred near a pre-announced Soviet weapons test 
zone· of:E ,Japan. [n] (See Fiqure 10 and TablE·S 2, 3, 4). The 
mushroom cloud reached 60,000 feet altitude in about 2 
minutes, and had a diameter of 150 m1les. Several Boeiny 
747s were in the area, and were later checked for 
radioactivity with negative results. 

In fact, the U.S. has d,etf:ccted at least 78 such Sovic,t 
tests [n, p. 8] since 1974, with far less than continuous 
satellite coverage and little more than cursorj imagery 
examination. Two or three times as many such Soviet "cold 
explosion" tests may actually have occurred. The direct 
implication for worldwide weather engineering by the Soviet 
Union is obvious. 

Note also that a "cold explosion" of over 150 miles 
diamet~r represents an interference zone of about the size of 
the heart of the main troop deployments in the NATO Central 
Region. A single shot of such a weapon couid almost 
instantly freeze every NATO soldier in that area into a block 
of ice. Note also that the heat energy is extracted 
throughout the spacetime of the area; insulation or external 
beat so L:trc,~s are no defense. 'I'he heat 1 i tera l ly is II suckE•d 
out" of the interior of bodjes in the interference zone. 
SevEnal such "cold explosion" shots could finish off tbe 
entii·e NATO central region -- again, in seconds or minutes. 
And !:ince the Soviets would have given NATO no buclear 
provocation, it is doubtful that a U.S. President would 
launch a strategic nuclear attack against the Soviet Union in 
such an e~ventuality. Particulc,.rly if monstrous "cold 
explc•!.i ons II appeared without warning in densely populated 
:regions of the lJ.S. In fact, one may argue that the Western 
military and civilian leaders woul.d not even qrasp what was 
being done to them, or who was doing it! 

Of course the samei sca]ar interferometer can be used .in 
the "produce energy 11 mode, in wh.icb case it can jam or knock 
out almost all electronic equipment in the target zone, 
detonate eiplosive materials therein, etc. Note that a 
massive electrical fireball -- say several megatons over 
New York City would give all th,2 "desirable" effects of a 
nuclE,ar: weapon, without any of tbe "undi=-sirabJ.e'' effects. It 
would give the thermal radiation, the blast wave, and the EMP 
effects, but would not give the 9amma r,ldiation and nuclear 
fallout. So it would burn up and blow down things, kill 
people, and knock out electrical systems, but would not 
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contaminate the area. This, of course, would be ve:y 
impcrtant to the Soviets if they wished to salvage the 
Western farmland without nuclear contamination. 

- The Perfect Missile Shield -

By utilizing three-dimensional truncate~ Fourier 
expansion techniques with multiple transmitted frequencies, 
the scalar interferometer beams can be made to interfere in 
specific geometric patterns, such as giant hemispheric shells 
of glowing energy, quite useful in a strategic ABM defense of 
a large area. Such tests of such giant ABM shields have 
actually been observed by competent witnesses. [o) Typical 
examples of a variety of tests of weapons using this mode are 
given in Appendix I. 

- Massive Soviet Weaponization -

The Soviets have been engaged in weaponizing scalar 
electromagnetics for nearly three decades, as evidenced by 
Khrushchev's eerie 1960 announcement [p] of a fantastic 
weapon, more terrible and perfect than rockets and ~missiles. 
(See Table 5). In addition, such weapons may be what 

Brezhnev was referring to when the Soviet team at the SALT 
talks in 1975 introduced the strange proposal that we should 
also consider outlawing the development of new 
electromagnetic weapons of a most terrible nature more 
frightful than the mind of man had ever imagined. (See Tabl2 
6) • 

Scalar electromagnetic weapons are directly applicable 
to nearly all phases of warfare, both tactical and strategic, 
and both offensive and defensive. They can be used to 
accomplish nearly 100% ABM defense of -very large areas and 
they can destroy ICBMs, TBMs, cruise missiles, aircraft, 
ordnance, tanks, weapons carriers, personnel carriers, 
submarines, SLBMs, surface ships, communications equipment, 
fuel suppl :i es, ammunition supplies, nuclear warheads, and 
personnel with ease and efficiency. They can be made· large 
or small -- indeed, one can be made as small as a large 
pistol, and carried in the hand. The "Buck Rogers 11 ray 
pistol is now a reality. 

With such weapons vast areas can be completely destroyed 
or neutralized within minutes, without permanent 
contamination. These weapons can also be used to accomplish 
weather and climate control on a worldwide scale, as well as 
to cause earthquakes, and they have been already been 
employed in both modes by the Soviet Union. 

- Soviet Weather Engineering -

Essentially, in the "produce energy" mode a powerful 
scalar interferometer can produce a large higl1 pressure area 
or "bot spot" at a given distant target area. In tbc 
"extract energy" mode, a large low pressure area or "cold 
spot~ can be produced at a given distant target area. Eacb 
of these spots can be moved by ''sweeping" the interferometer 
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Tab 1 e S · K HR US HG H EV'S 1 9 6 0 il I ATE M ENT 

Table 6. 

(Speaking to the Presidium} 

WE HAVE A. NEW WEAIPON. 
JUST WITHIN THE PORrt=ouo Of 

OUR SCIENTISTS ... 

SO POWERFUL. THAT, 
IF IJNRESTUAINEDLY USED. 

IT COULD lVIPE OUT Jill ---·--- .. ----·------ .. ···-·-.. 
LIFE ON EABTHI 

~· 

BRIEZHNEV'S 1975 PHOPOSAL ~ 

AT THE SALT TALKS 
ON JUNE 13, 1975: 

THE SOVIETS URGED THE U.S. 
TO AGREE ON A BAI~ DF 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

OF NEW KINDS OF WE,\PONS 

MORE TERRIBLE THAN 
ANYTHINB THE V.'Olll.D HAS KNOWN! ·---·--~-·------~----··------------,_,,, __ _ 
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t) "~ ;:r ::;; s ,J as t c, c ~1 ,:; n g e t '1 e .t , •. ,: 21 t 1 on the d i star .. t 
interference zone. (That is, une synchronously rotates t:~t:, 
intez·feromete: beams so .as to Jradually change the locaticn 
of the distant interference zone, which ~s creating the 
spct.) By using multiple transmitters and fairly broad 
bear~:, an interference grid can be created over an entire 
continent or substantial porti~ns of it. {Figure 11). In 
ea c b 9 r i d b 1 o ck i n the i n t e r f er enc e z o n e , en er g,y can be 
prodDced er extracted. (Figure 12). Direct evidence for 
sucb usage by the Soviets over ~orth America has been 
p res E· n b? d • [ q ] Ce r ta i n 11 s i g n a tu r e s II o f the S o v i e t we a t h 1, r 
control interferometry grid system have been observed all 
over the U.S .. (Figures 13, 14, 15, 17, Table 7), and one 
major signature has been photographed over Huntsville, 
Alabama by this author. It is stressed that our normal 
instruments do not usually detect the directly active scalar 
beams, unless we detect longitudinal waves as shown in Figure 
16. A more definitive paper on this overt weather 
engineering over North America is in preparation. 

- Conclusion -

A,s can be seen, the new ( to the West~ scalar 
electromagnetics is a reality, as evi6enced by the 
Bohm-Aharonov work and its direct experimental proof. The 
implications for weaponization on a massive strategic and 
tactical scale are obvious, and unfortunately the Soviet 
Union has already developed several generations of such 
weapons. At least· one other country has also developed 
scalar electrornagnetics weaponry. .,., 

The Soviet scalar electromagnetics weapons d~velopment 
program appears to have been well underway at the time of the 
beginning of the "microwave r.adjation 11 of the U.S. Embassy in 
Moscow, about 1959 or 1960. (Table 8). A good description 
of the history of this microwave radiation has been given by 
Brodeur from a normal electromagnetics viewpoint. fr] Note 
that "twin beams" were utilized in the radiation, at least 
from time to time, and a variety of systemological 
difficulties were induced in personnel in the Embass~. As 
late as 1982, major Sovie~ representatives continued t~ 
announce warnings of the impending use of new Soviet weapons 
more powerful than nuclear arsenals. (Table 9). A variety of 
other potential incidents of overt Soviet use of scalar wave 
weapons against the U.S. has been presented by this author. 
[s] [t]. 'rypical examples an~ <::;riven in Appendix I. 

To repeat, evidence of massive so~iet testing of scalar 
electromagnetics weapons on a glooal scale abounds in the 
open literature. The Soviets have been deploying and 
repeatedly testing these weapons for nearlv three decades, 
without being recognized by the western intelligence and 
scientific communities for what they were. 

The West is almost totally def~nseless against these 
frightful Soviet scalar electromagnetics weapons, and an 
immediate "Manhattan Project" to develo;, defenses on a crash 
basis is urgently needed if we are to survive at all. 

-· l 8-
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Fi9ure 11. NETWORK OF ViRTUAL TRANSMITTERS 

Spr:Lng of '83 

·~ 

Figure 12. 1URTUAL TRA.NSMITTEHS l:N THE UtTEHFE~lENCE GRID 

Energy 
,:v:i.Li..uul 

//"" 
.:::'...., __ --
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Flgur:, 13. GIANT HADIAL. RELATED lll A VIRTUAL THANSMITTER 

Fall 19B3: 
Florida, 
Alabama. 

K:::ir.ly 1984: 
California, 
AlaLama, 
.i OWd, 

Figun= 14. 

.; io 0 111 i l e s we s t 
of !",emph is. 

FORMATION DF A S~NGLE GIANT RADIAL ! 
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Fi c;11ue 15. FORMATION Of A IJOUBLE GlAN"J t1AD1AL 

Two sightings over 
Huntsville, Alabama 

Figure 16. DETECTION OF 
TRANSVERSE AND tONGlTUDINAL WAVES 

ANT 

NQ~·-~~11>/0IIM;;_-}~transr·.!'::~~~-: _____ ~t_,-~~~:~~:e;~~ ~:ec:~:ot~oz::s 
'""K,1 EM wave 
l:.,r X MTR _ t--·---·-··-----~ 

---·-----·- \, DETECTION "'----~----·-"' 
____ K ___ ,_ 

ANT 
no detection 

NOl1'MAJ~ ] longitudinal ~ 1NORMA_Z _; 

i:~;--e ~R/XM_J--EM-;.a;,~ -· --11iL ///'~€!~i2'i_; 

no trans ~·ersi? SJ'.Jec,;---J SPECIAL ] 
oscilh:.rtlons In due e d a ,1n t l D_~TEC Tc;>R_ 
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Figure 17. l"WIN (ilAN"T F~:J:~olAL PA\TTERf\J 
lll!illllllllm!li~l~~-li-fflf.'-.M!'fD&i!l.~.4.'!i!lll!l'-~fG:1~,~'.!!ti'fflI'•'.!:,'~.iMlii:~·!:i!!:,~,·,t·'L'l!!lilill 

NORHf 

t 

Table 7. 

HUNTSVILLE, AL 6 JAN 84 

A---·--·--·-·--- ... ~·~~.~------·-"-------h---' 
SYSTEM MOVING 

WEST AT 20-30MPH 

TW'IN Glt,INT RADIA.LS 

e FRIDAY, 6 JAN B4, 0700-0745 

c1 REDSTONE ARSENAL, ALAB.AMA 

• MULTIPLE C)BSl::RVEBS 

• WEATHER CLEAR EXCEPT 
FOR THIS SYSTEf\/1 

a EXTREIVIEL Y GCIC)D VISIBILITY 

tt SYSTEIVl MOVIN(i WEST ,..,. 20-30 MPH 

e REMNANTS OF A SECC)ND TWIN 
GIANT BADIAL SYSTErv, SEEN 
IN SAME AREA ·1·1~10-1145 HRS 
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Tab __ (_ ti. nAUIA I UN Or I HI u.;s, l:MBA-.:u f IN ,~oscow 

e SINCE 1959 OR 1!160 

e HIGH LEYH TARGET !U.S. AWIBM:SAOORJ 

11 GUARANTEES PERSONAL ATTENTIOfl OF 

• PRESIDENT 
• NSA, CIA, DIA 
• TOP CONSULTING SCIENTISTS 
• STATE DEPAIHMENT 
• LEADING SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS 
• NATIONAL sn:umn GOUNClil 
• ETC. 

t> REACTION REVEALS U.S. KNOWLEDGE Of TEUA ELEC:TROf¥1A6NETICS 

11 FOUR U.S. PRESIDENTS REQUESTED SOVIETS TO CEASE 

Table 9. 

• CUT FROM 18 ,,WAHS/CM2 TO 2 
• THEN AGAIN IHCRHSED 

LYSENKO'S I 982 STATEMENT 

WORLD FUTURES CONFEBENCE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

20 JULY 1982 

LYSENKO {Fl AST !\I.AME UNK) 

USSB REP {SOVIET EMBASSY, WASHINGTON, D.C.) 

STATED WILL SHOFtTLY SEE DEVELOPMENT OF 
NEW WEAPONS 

MORE POWERFUL THAN NUCLEAR WEAPON!S 

WILL BE NONVEFHFIABLE 

') ·:, 
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APPENDIX I: TYPICAL INCIDENTS AKO RELATED INEJRMATION ----------------·---------- -~---po,p ___ ,, ______ ,...~·-·-------·- .. -

Item 'I' i tle page 

l. 'I'esla Weapon at Sarysbagan (Scalar Potential 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
2 0. 
21. 
2 2. 
23. 
24. 

Jnterferom,eter) ............................. . 
"Nucl,:arn Flashes off the Coast of Africa ...... . 

~ugoslavian Earthquake .••...•.•..•••..••..•.•• 
Quake in Tangshan, China •...••••...•.••..••.•• 
Giant ABM Shield Seen frore Afghanistan ......• 
~resla Shield e ........... , .... .,~ .................... ,, ....... . 

Continuous Tesla Fireball ...••.•..••.•..•.•••. 
Mysterious Light over North Pacific ••••..••••• 
Continuous Tesla EMP Globe ..•....•......•.••.• 
Te s 1 a ABM De f e 11 s e s • • • .. • • .. .,, • ... 11 • • •i • • • .. • • .. I' • • .. • Q, ., 

Berni sphere and Globes .•......•••.....•. , ..•..• 
East Coast Aerial Blasts (High Burst 

27 
27 
28 
28 
29 
29 
30 
30 
31 
31 
32 

Registrations?) •.....•.....•....••.....•..•• 33 
Booms in Delaware ••••....• ,, • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • 33 
1969 Virgin Islands Incident ................... 34 
E:xpancling Dome-Like Phenomenon •••.••••• ,, • • • • • • 35 
Two Arcs in the Sky ............................. 35 
"Laser" Blinding of U.S. Satellites .......•••• 36 
Extreme Intensity Sky Brig:1tening .•.•....•.••• 36 
Radar Invisibility •••••.....•••.•.•••.•.•••••• 
Creating an Inertial Field (Antigravity) •...•. 
r..JiSJhtning Wall ."' ...... e •• c- .......... ,. •.•• .,.11, ........ . 

Anomalous Burns and Underwater Sounds ...••.... 
°Clouc:l Arc" ..... -.,i ............... it~ ................... . 

37 
37 
38 
38 
39 

Needed : I mm e d i a t e C r a sh Pr o ~i r am • •••••••••••••• !- 3 9 
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l tern l. TESLA WEAPON AT SARYSHAGAN 
!SCALAR POTENTIAL INTERFEROMETER! 

11.-Rti~WWd,$;.~!U1!...~~1ilP.~.~ll._1WNm-·B~l!'!l~Mffl:~-·1;..~fil.:;.IJfZ:~i~,~lmU:~~~'tfl";,,ml,;'":~2~o::~~~~~!-',l~.!l!:;'~''.'.'"'·f::tt 

~ lll • e II 6> ·1· . FOUfllER TRANSf ORM SECTIONS e ~ e e I' ·_:~ ;~-=--~~--, '''"""'"""""'" 1 ·--· f~ 
.~ '----~~\Sl---~:7¥ 

'~'-,~~\ ~~/ 
___ --~~:.E.~~-N=~-___ . ------· j cormou:-l.~: __ ... - . . _ ----··~:· ""'L PH1\Sl'IIG ~- ··--·-----··-·-··--·------·-···········-·-· 

l"OWlR Fon 
PIJL.U MODES 

EXPLOSIVE GEl~ERAYORS BANK 

MOHt,V POVffR UNITS 

EXTRA GENERATOn 
POWERS COMPUTER 

FACILITY 

I tern 2. u Nu Cl.EA Fl,, FL As HE s OFF TH f. CO As T OF AF HI CA 

Booms off U.S. east coast. 

Flashes over Atlantic, off 
southwest coast of Africa, 
detected by Vela satellites. 

Many other test incidents. 

TE S l J~ M Q..,Y( IT 1~~\, 
< s ,~~c_ox,r iij ftir~~'tl'~r i:Cffi-RDP9s-001ssR0019oossoo14-4 
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:)eep 
With.in 
Soviet 
Union 

Toward 
Saryshagan 
Missile 
Test 
Range 

Nick Downie describes the strange lurid glow 
that flared siiently over the Hindu Ku.3h. 

The ... sund~ Times, London, 17 August 1930 

Multiple incidents in September 1979. 

Item 6. TESLA SHIELD 

Courtesy Hal Crawford. 
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Note Cs()S:"

proxirnity 
in t irnE t :) 
first 
"flash" 
detec ed 
by Vela 
satellite!" 
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• 
• 
• 

Item 3. YIJGOSLJ\VIAN EARTHQlJAht 
!TEST OF A TESLA HOWITZEH ?l 

YUGOSLAVIAN EAHTHOUAKE 15 APRIL 1979 

7.2 ON RICHTER SCALE 

EPICENTER 33 km DEEP 

• MORE THAN 100 AFTERSHOCKS 

AT KAMENARI: 

ADRf,ATIC SEA MUSHROOMED UP 

LIKE ATOMIC BOMB EXPLOSION 

ADDITIONAL DETAILS NEEDED 

Item 4. QUAKE IN TANG8HAH, CHINA 

28 JULY '1976 

7.8 ON RICHTER SCALE 

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS KILLED 

ACCOMPANIED BY LIGHT,, ELECTRICAL EFFECTS 

3 TO 5 DAYS BEFORE 

COMMUNl'CATIONS INTERFERENCE WITHIN 250 km 

SKY UGHTING OBSEHVED 

-:!8-
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Courtesy Hal Crawford. cm REPORl RELEASED URDEfl FOIA 

. .. 

Item B. MYSTERIOUS LIGHT OVER HORTH PJ\CIFIC 

ASl\lil EVENING NFWS 
'TOKYO 

,JUNE 22, 1982 

SEU\l FROM 42° N U\T 
11;.3° E lOrJG 

• JUNE 111, 1!JB2 

• NORTH PA•'.:IFIC 

• 700 km E,'\SH OF KIJSHIFIO 

a JAL FLIGHT 403 

• JAL FLIGHT 421 

Continuous 
Tesla EMP 
globe and 
giant ABM 
shield. 
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LITHUANIA 
10 SEP 19 76 

BRITISH 
EUROPEAH 
AIRWAYS 
HIGHT i n 31 
BETWEEN 
MOSCOW AND 
LONDON 



TEHERAH, !RAN 17 JUNE 1966 

SHH FROM NEAR MEHRA'BAfl AIRPORT 

OBSERVED 4-5 MINUTES 

SEEffi BY 2 AIRt~RAFT 

CIA RF.PORT RHEASIED UNDER flHA 

Item 10. ·.' TESLA ABM DEFENSES .. 



.. 
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I tern 11. 

( NOT TO SCALD 

HEMISPHEHE ANU GLOBES l 1977 

08':i5 GMT 
2t1 KI\R, 1977 

23°05' N; 17°25'\il 
M,v, KINPURNIE CASTLE 

(
---y SECOND LUMINOUS PATCH 

MOD ERA TEL Y LUM !NOUS .~ 

HUHSPflEHE FOR"IED ->-----. ------. '--·· FOR 10 SECONDS, 
...... ,.... ~- StAHCIJL I GHT SIi i NED Dmm 

· · BRIGHT LUMINOUS PA1CH 

(

- <1° DIA) 
MIN TO fORM) '30" /, ~ 

I -..... \ I DI SAPP[ARED AF ITH 

L~-----------=-= --_______________ \ \ ---- 10,MINUTES 

- ~'"',,--== ..::.:=-=:_..:::::-..::::.1==-=-::::=---·=_ --~~--~ 
~--- .. - ·-·- ··-- -----··· ·-··-- -----· 

" I ---
~--~-./-.~~~---------- MRlNEJJBSERYER, ~8:21-22, 1978 

"--- I ----~-~,:C' ... -
24 MAH 1977 

NOBTH ATLANTIC 

085!3 .. 0902 

.. 

• "SEARCHLIGHT" A.PPE.AHED 20° ABOVE HORIZON 

• SHINED DOWN Fon 10 SECONDS 

EXTINGUISHED; REPL.I\CED BY LUMINOUS 
PATCH 1° IN DIA. 

• SEMICIRCLE OF MODEfV~TE LUMINOSITY FORMED 
ABOUT PATCH (3 MIN) ~ 

• ANOTHER LUMINESCENT PATCH OBSERVED 
ABOVE SEMICIRCLE 

• AFTEH TOTAL OF 7 MIN, DIS/\PPEARED 
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1 tern 12. EAST COAST /\ERIAL BLASTS 
IHIGH BURST HEGISTRATION?l 

DEC 71 - JAN 78 

e 2 DEC 

10:00 AM OFF SOUTH CAIWUNA 

- 3:46 PM OFF NE COAST (NJ AND CONN) 

• 15 DEC 

- B:30 -- 10:30 AM FIVE BLASTS OFF SOUTH C,\ROLINA 

• 20 DEC 

- EVENING - 3 LOUD EXPLOSIONS, BALL OF Fi RE (CONN) 

• 21 DEC 

- 2:00 AM LOUD EXPLOSION Af\JD ilNTENSE GLOBULAfl 
LIGHT IN SKY {NJ) (SMOKE DETECTOR WENT OFF 
SECONDS BEFORE:1 

-- 7 :00 PM EXPLOSIONS OVER SEACOAST (NJ) 

• 22 DEC 

- 1 NEW JERSEY 

·- 8:15 CHARLESTON. SC 

• 13 JAN 

- 2:00 PM LOUD BOOMS, CHl,F-lLESTON, SC 

Item 13. BOOMS ft,! DELAWARE 

16 NOV 11982 

ct FIVE MYSTERIOUS IVIORNING BOOMS 

a: on, a: o 7, :a: 1 ·1, a: 12 

8:4fi 

tt WITHIN 39-MINUTE PERIOD 

•~ ROCKED SUSSEX COUNTY 

, 

1111 RECORDED ON GE:01,GETOWN SEISMOGRAPHS 

,, NO SUPERSONIC FLIGHTS 
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Item 14. 1969 VIHGIN ISLANDS INGIOENT 

8: ·11; p~ 
THUf!SD1\Y 
AUG 19E9 

VIRGIN ISLAN·)S 
SEEN BY MArllY Ht:SIDE.NTS 

Possible Tesla shield. ---SMOOTH CUHVEDEDGE /-- ' 

-·-----< ___ FAINTLY LUMINESCENT 

NORTH 

LUMll~OlJS ARC 

22 AUG 1969 

WEST INDIES 

• LUMINOUS ARE)\ SIGHTED 

BEARING 310 DEGREES 

• GREW IN SIZE, nosE IN AL TIT UDE 

• TURNED INTO AHCH OH CRESCENT 

MARINE OBSERVER 40: 107 1970 
-------·-·-·--------·------ -- ----« -· , 

-34-
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Item 15. EXPANDING DOME-UKE PHENOMENON 

MOON 

Jtem 16. 

Double concentric 
Tesla Shields • 

Mil.A 20. 1969 
CAARIBEAN AND WESTERN 

tJOfHH ATLANTIC 

MARINE OBSERVER 40:17, Hli'O 

• Sl:MICIRCLE 

• MILKY WHITE LIGHT 

e QUITE BfllGHT AT FIASl 

• DIMMED AS ENLARGED 

" LASTED 10 MINUTES 

shii?ld. 

TWO ARCS IN THE SKY 

1BOO GMl 
,JUNE 1, Hltil 

IND I Ah' OGE AN 

-- J ~) --

MAHINE OBSEfWER 32:64. 1962 

VHlY DRIGHT ARC 
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• AT LEAST FOUR INCIDENTS JU LATTER 1975 

• TWO USAF SATELLITES IN ELUPTICAL ORBIT 
•• INFRARED SENSORS WENT oow:r• 
•• ONE BLINDED UP TO FOUR HOUR~; 

l:. 

c, POSITIONING ANO INTERFERENC[ SUGGEST OPERATIONAL DEPLOYMENT 

• SOVIET TECHNOl.OGICAl BFIEAKTHHOUGH ON THE ORDER OF 
• l.HHIUM FUSION 
•· SPUTNIK 

• SUCH A LASER WOULD REQUIIRE 
,, .LONG HAHGE INFFIARED CAPABILIH 
•• PULSES (llf VERY LONG DURATION 
•

1 EXTRAORDINARY POINT ACCURACY 
• If MODflE. A MINIATURE POW EH !WPPLY: A BREAKTHROUGH 

OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE 

.. 

• U.S. RECOti SATELLITES Al~D PHOTO INTERPRETERS 
FAILED TO LOCATE ANY LASEH OR POWER SUPPLY 

Itt~m 1a. EXTREME INTENSITY SKY BRIGHTEiNING 

WESTEHN ALASKA 

15 MAY 1:972 

e WEATHER: OVERCAST 

• ENTIRE SKY SUDDENLY BRIGHTENED TO FULL 
DAYLIGHT INTENSITY 

• UKE A SUDDEN FLASHBULf: 

• LASTED ABOUT 2 -7 SECONDS 

• TWO CLOSELY-SPACED FU\SHES NOTED 

11 CHANGED COLOR 

--- BLUE TO GREEN TO WHITE 

- FADING TO ORANGE OR !lEDDISH 

- 3 6·-
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Item 19 . 

ACQ RADAR 

Item 20. 

HADAR INVlS:IBILITY 

~-/~~~,~~ 

;;~/J~-J--:._ 1--\ ~~ 
ene:rgy captured'-\'>. f:t '_:m ~\~ 

(no reflect/~ ~ L~]-1:-,J:"j; 
//~· --~ \.~:i._ _ _J ____ 1.__j_ _ _l---

/; .-,- -,-
.,,-,,-~---- ,,.,. ENERGY BOTTLE 

/;..---,,--
~ Onterferonc e pattern 

between four/er 

expansion patterns) 

CREATING AN INERTIAL FIELD 

(ANTIIGRA VITY) 

INERTIAL 

FORCE I 
TEST A 4-_ 

.-·.... OBJECT---A- a; ( __ ) E--.,. /--~ "'-.."" 
(~_,) ____ \_ -----~ ---~)--\---[I) 

Xl. TR #3 '- , I ~/ / XL TR -# 1 ,.. '----::i:::i::r,c:::z:::t~ / -.,.c.. -- .fr" 
Scalar resonance 1 -
p~enom~non: uni- / . : 
d1rect1onal forces / ·DEMONSTRATION 
induced on a J. l / PLATFORM 
,,..,,Jeans ¢

0 
XL TR #2 
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1959-191:iO 
PATROL PLANE CIJMMANIJER 

IJ.S. NAVY P5 AIRCRAFT 
ATLANTIC OCEAN 

REPORT FROM 
PRIVATE FILES OF 

T. E. Bf.ARDEN 

200 M. EAS:T OF NORFOLK 

• COURSE Of 270 DEGlflEES 
• APPROACHED "SOLID WALL OF LIGHTNING" 
e FROM VERY HIGH ALTITUDE TO NEAR THE WATER 
e NORTH-SOUTH AS FAI~ AS GOULD SIEE 
• RADAR SCOPE CLIEAR 

It . 

•~ RIGGED AIHCHAFT FOR HEAVY WEATHER 
• PLUNGED DIRECTLY THROUGH WALL. 
11 WALL. WAS VERY THIN 
• CLOUDLESS SKY 

Item 22, ANOMALOUS BURNS AMO UNDERWATER SOUNDS 

o UNDERWATER,OFFCORNWALL 

• SEALS AND FISH DISCOVERED 

- DYING 

- MYSTERIOUS BUFtN MAR KS 

11 DIVERS AND HEPORTERS 11\!VEST!GATED 

- HEARD SOUNDS UNDEH WATER 

-- VOICES IN FRENCH, ENGLISH, RUSSIAN 

- CLASSICAL MUSIC (BFLJ\HMS, RACHMANIOFF} 

·-- UNNERVING BUZZIJ\JG 

- THICK BLACK SLUDGE: 

YELLOWISH MATTEn 

• ENGLISH CHEMICAL WAH FA.RE ST,\TION ON COAST 
AT THIS POINT 
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I t em 2 3 • CLO U D AB [, 

Tesla dome effect. 
May have been an ice 
test in ~ndothermic 

STAAi T OF c;IUFIAL T f1R 
JULY 12, 1!l8C 

Hl2!, GM"f 

"A MOST PECULIMl CLOUD ARCII" 
MABINE OBSERVER 51: 
107. 108, 1981 -

i:. 

modi::. ..,...,..--___:::::====:::::::::::::---....._ -- ARC OF "CLOUDS" 

/~- ~~ IN OTHERWISE 

SHAHP i,/// / ~CLOUDLESS SKY 

PRf:&SURE AND ( , 8UIL.D!NGS 
lEMfl GRADIENTS 

~ ~- ~="-=-"',_-_n::i=n-:.:-=::-:=-~-1 ~-=-__::;:-_ 
- ,:~ ___ 2m;__ --0-k---2m; ----1 . . -

.. 

I tern 2 4. NEEDED: IMMEDIATE CRASH PROGRAM 
.. 

Gllili,illf-llllM"lllffl,!J!!\fl-l--11!11-rS1",..;1<tffl1~~1~:t!><llr-ffli!l!-Km!;l•-J1>1~1!11-

• INFORMATION GATHERINB 

• COLLATION 

• PHENOMENOLOGY " 

• THEORY 

• EXPERIMENTS 

• ENGll~EERING DESIGN 

• COUN!TERMEASUBES 
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